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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

A.1 Background of the Study 
 

Literary work is the product of the author's thoughts poured into media 

such as paper, prose, drama, poem or poetry, picture or painting, and other 

media; whether it comes from the author's personal experience or 

imagination. The author can determine anything to what they write and 

create. As Hudson says as follows:  

“Literary is the expression of life through the medium of language. It can 
be regarded as something essential since it contain about real life, people, 
thought, and their feeling about life” (Hudson, 1958: 10). 

 
As a reflection of reality, literature may move people's hearts and impact 

readers concerning some issues. It can share many different life lessons with 

readers, such as happiness, sadness, suffering, despair, hate, love, friendship, 

etc. Thus, everything in a literary work imitates real life as a mirror of life. 

Wallek and Warren further explain below. 

“Literature is a social institution, using as its medium language, a social 
creation . . . literature represent life; and ‘life’ is, in large measure, social 
reality, even though natural world and inner or subjective world of the 
individual have also been object of literary imitation” (Wallek and 
Warren, 1963) 

 
The purpose of a person who creates literary works is to entertain or 

express their thoughts and feelings or even share stories about their life 

experiences with the readers or the audience. Literary works can also be 

called forms of life where the readers can understand the elements inside 
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based on characters, dialogue, and plots to make sense of each other, as John 

Reichert states as follows. 

“The forms of literature are the forms of life. We make a sense of a 
characters, a dialogue, a plot, as we make sense of each other and of our 
lives, and the shapes our experience takes provide the shape of literature 
and give them their only value” (Reichert, 1977). 

Hence, novel is one of the literary works that people commonly enjoy 

besides movies, poems, theatres, fiction, and others. A novel is widely defined 

as an invented prose narrative of considerable length and a certain complexity 

that deals imaginatively with human experience, usually through a connected 

sequence of events involving a group of persons in a specific setting 

(britannica.com). The term novel in English is from the Romance languages. 

Sommerville says that 

“…in English, the term emerged from the Romance languages in the late 
15th century, with the meaning of "news"; it came to indicate something 
new, without a distinction between fact or fiction (Sommerville 1996). 

One of the novel types is Light Novel, usually called LN, as the 

abbreviation. A light novel is viral in Japan, with the main target being middle 

school and high school students. The specific content of the genre is a young 

adult novel with few illustrations inside. The images are mainly shown up at 

the beginning of the book or when new characters appear and describe a new 

place. The term came out in 1990. During the 2000s, light novels became part 

of Japanese culture with significant successful series such as A Certain Magical 

Index, Overlord, That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime, Re: Zero, and Sword 
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Art Online. As a result, many Japanese light novels were translated into 

English by publishers like Yen Press, Seven Seas Entertainment, and Viz Media. 

Because of this translation role, many light stories have also been adapted to 

other media such as comics and TV series. 

Consequently, these novels got popular in the West and became part of 

their culture, especially in North America. In Mixing Prose with Manga, Aoki 

Deb says light novels attract North American fans.  

Anime and manga are some of Japan’s biggest contributions to overseas 
popular culture, but the light novel, a work of prose fiction with some 
manga-style Illustrations, has become a fast-growing category in North 
America (Deb: 2019). 

The Rising of the Shield Hero is a light novel written by Aneko Yusagi and 

published by Media Factory. This light novel series has also been adapted into 

comic forms by Aiya Kyuu with the same title. The television 

adaptation, Anime (a term derived from the English word animation), 

produced by Kinema Citrus, aired from January to June 2019 with 25 episodes 

and was licensed by Crunchyroll–Funimation partnership in North America. 

The Rising of the Shield Hero is a novel set in a different world with 

Naofumi Iwatani as the story's main character. Naofumi is summoned to 

another world alongside three other persons to the Kingdom of Melromarc. 

They are chosen as Four Cardinal Heroes to fight disaster to protect their 

citizens from The Waves of Catastrophe, commonly known as The Waves. The 

heroes are bestowed with holy weapons, namely a sword, spear, bow, and 
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shield, to defeat the Waves, and they become heroes to protect the Kingdom 

of Melromarc from the Waves. Naofumi is chosen as the Shield Hero and 

begins his journey as one of the Cardinal Heroes. However, Naofumi gets stuck 

with the only shield as his weapon and gets belittled, humiliated, and 

betrayed by the kingdom's people and even by fellow Cardinal Heroes. The 

best ability Naofumi has is only defence ability, not offensive ability. Because 

of that, Naofumi gets a bad experience and is furious with most people. 

Naofumi also loses his ability to trust anyone and cannot easily trust people 

around him. 

Psychological phenomena can be seen in characters of literary works, 

because it reflects a character’s in-depth story. Because most of characters in 

literary works show psychological aspects in themselves, hence this is also a 

form of psychological phenomenon. As explained by Endraswara (2003: 96):  

Karya sastra yang dipandang sebagai fenomena psikologis, akan 
menampilkan aspek-aspek kejiwaan melalui tokoh-tokoh jika kebetulan 
teks berupa drama maupun prosa. (Literary works that are seen as 
psychological phenomena, will show mental aspects through the 
characters if the texts are in forms of drama or prose). 
 
As a result, almost every character in literary works has psychological 

aspects. It may be grasped from their problems, like the inner self or 

emotional shock that happens to themselves or around them. Psychological 

aspects in literary works will always appear as long as literary works exist. 

Since psychology can cover everything that people want to learn, literature 

can be explained in the scope of psychology below.  
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Psychological elements will be present in literary works as long as humans 
are the theme of the texts. Literature psychology covers almost 
everything we want to know about literature, because literature is a 
product of mind (Freud, Jung and Adler: 1981). 

The connection between literature and psychology impacts readers by 

motivating them or changing their ways of thinking. Psychological theory or 

approach is also a medium to help analyze and understand psychological 

aspects in literary works. 

Three previous studies are reviewed to fill the research topic's 

novelty. The Rising of the Shield Hero (shortened later into RSH) is the object 

of the study that has ever been studied. First, Achyar Ekuin Wijaya (2019) 

learned about the novel from a Pragmatic point of view. He focused on the 

pragmatic analysis of Meirekei (command words) and Kinshikei (prohibition 

words) in the anime series of the novel. The study resulted in 12 data on 

command words and 7 on prohibition words by focusing on episodes 1 and 2 

of the anime. 

Second, Rafli Candra analyzed the novel, focusing on idiomatic 

expressions. He examined the meanings of the idioms and then classified each 

type of idiom in the anime. The study found 72 idioms in 4 forms, 52 lexemic 

idioms, 16 phraseological idioms, one frozen idiom, and three proverbs. 

Third, Kevin Ihza Mahendra conducted a psychological study entitled "Self 

Actualization of Character Naofumi in Anime Tate no Yuusha no Nariagari (盾

の勇者の成り上がり) by Aneko Yusagi" (2020). Mahendra analyzed the 
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narrative structure and self-actualization of Naofumi Iwatani using the film 

narrative structure by Himawan Pratista and Abraham Maslow's theory of 

self-actualization. 

Although most of the studies above focus on the same object, there are 

differences in each study. Wijaya's study, for example, focused on the 

pragmatic study, while Candra's identified idioms in the anime adaptation 

of RHS and analyzed the meaning behind them. On the other hand, 

Mahendra's analysis focused on the narrative structure and self-actualization 

of Naofumi Iwatani. Among the three studies, Mahendra's study inspires this 

research using different psychological theories. This idea clarifies the novelty 

of the study, especially from the theoretical framework. 

Hence, the research is conducted based on two reasons. First, the interest 

in the novel study is increasing, which finally signifies the novel is famous 

among scholars. Second, the psychological condition of the main character, 

Naofumi Iwatani, is essential for further analysis, especially after getting 

unpleasant treatment. All the problems he faces supposedly come from and 

influence his actions. Therefore, Freudian psychoanalysis is considered 

appropriate to study it more profound. 

A.2 Problem of the Study 
 

Regarding the background, the research formulates the problem as 

follows: 
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1) How is the psychological aspect of Naofumi Iwatani studied from 

Freudian psychoanalysis? 

A.3. Objective of the Study 
 

Based on the problem above, this study aims to discover how the 

psychological aspect of Naofumi Iwatani is described by identifying some 

factors using Sigmund Freud's psychoanalytic theory. 

A.4 Significance of the Study 
 

The study consists of theoretical and practical contributions. For the 

theoretical significance, the research is expected to enrich the psychological 

studies of literature. Meanwhile, this study's functional significance shows the 

aspects of psychology from the main character, Naofumi Iwatani, which is 

portrayed in the novel, to give new information and enrich knowledge for 

readers and other researchers. 

A.5 Limitation of the Study 
 

Based on the problem, the study will prominently focus on the 

novel RHS by Aneko Yusagi. This study focuses on the issue of the survey on 

how psychological aspects of the main character and what influences trigger 

his psychological condition during the storyline.  

A.6 Organization of the Study 
 

The study is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is the background 

of the study, problems of the study, objectives of the study, limitation of the 
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study, significance of the study, and organization of the study. 

The second chapter elaborates a review of literature which consists of 

psychological theory, psychoanalysis by Sigmund Freud, character definition, 

the main character, and a review of related studies where a brief explanation 

of the theory and relevant studies are given for the novelty of the research. 

The third chapter explains the type of the study, data and source of the 

study, method of collecting data and technique of collecting data. 

The fourth chapter is data analysis and further discussion relating to the 

topic. 

The fifth chapter is the conclusion of the analysis. This chapter concludes 

with the investigation and discussion explained previously in the discussion 

chapter. Finally, suggestions are given based on the results of the analysis. 

 


